Auditing description-logic-based medical terminological systems by detecting equivalent concept definitions.
To specify and evaluate a method for auditing medical terminological systems (TSs) based on detecting concepts with equivalent definitions. This method addresses two important problems: redundancy, where the same concept is represented more than once (described by different terms), and underspecification, where different concepts have the same representation and hence appear indistinguishable from each other. The auditing method is applicable for TSs that are or can be represented in a description logic (DL). The method relies on the assumption that concept definitions are non-primitive (i.e. they are regarded as providing necessary and sufficient conditions). Whereas this assumption may not hold for many definitions, it does serve the purpose of detecting sets of logically equivalent concepts by a DL reasoner. Such a set may include the same concept which is defined more than once and/or different concepts that are underspecified as they appear indistinguishable from each other by their represented properties. Analysis of these sets provides insight into the representation quality of concepts and provides hints at improving the TS. In our case study the method is applied to the DICE TS, a comprehensive TS in intensive care. It comprises about 2500 concepts and 40 properties and relations. In DICE we found four concepts that were defined twice. Furthermore, 100 sets were found containing more than 300 underspecified concepts. The sizes of these sets ranged from 2 to 13. Analysis revealed that many concepts can be more completely defined, either by adding existing relations, or by the introduction of new relations into the terminological system. The method proved both usable and valuable for auditing TSs. DL reasoning is fully automated and all equivalent concept definitions are systematically found. The resulting sets of equivalent concepts clearly point out which concept definitions are to be reviewed, as they contain duplicate definitions of a concept, and (inherently or unnecessarily) underspecified concepts.